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The Chinese Community  
wouldn't know the word for depression 
if it ran down the lines of our family tree like a cancer. 
If before our heads hit the ground  
it was night sweats sweet pillow talk,  
the hardship of our ancestors.                                                             
 
The trouble with being born into a family  
who know more about being poor  
than clothes to celebrate the New Year  
is that struggle is just the street you grew up on. 
 
Call life the tooth of a canine.                                                   
Call your last name inheritance. 
Call the air you breathe a cancer but never...                                                                                                                                                  
how my uncle has been in therapy for years.   
 
Call amnesia the way your bones break upon impact 
if you climb too far up a swimming ladder, 
 
downright scared that if we peeked over water  
opened up those family portraits  
where bloodlines stood tall as trees and separated, 
it might be enough to repair them.  
 
These days it’s just Chinese whispers. 
Murmurs of kids that should have done better                                                                              
but didn’t. The need to succeed in a world  
you always had to work harder than your neighbours for.  
 
It has been so long since we have hugged  
our family members close enough 
to test the edges of a word as big as lonely. 
 
I know my mum caught a lot of flack for having kids,  
ones like us, bad relationships to their fathers;  
western entitlements, western attitudes, western illnesses.  
 
I think my family wouldn’t understand the word for depression 
if it was written in their own language. Struck 
like a hammer across every generation’s foreheads.                                                                     



Us, the youngest, we’re tangerines.  
 
Easier to cut open. Red mouthed discourteous and 
spilled our everything across the carpet by accident. 
Spoke up because we had to. Ate ink black octopus.  
Tonsils stamped shame enough  
for tongues to break open. 
 
Sometimes I think I’ve forgotten how to speak, 
my heart a storm of swarming locusts. 
 
How hard it was the first time I told my mum  
                                                                                                                  I think I need help 
 
how easy it is to disregard 
the small moments       where silence held its breath 
and waited 
                       for an answer 
 

 

 


